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Our Goal
Mission

The mission of Canvita is to eliminate any

hurdles to the access of vitamins regardless

of dietary restrictions, or religious and

personal beliefs. 

Vision

Our goal is to be a key contributor for

enhanced health worldwide by enabling

every life we touch with better prevention

and health conscious solutions; while

providing best in class lines of vitamins

catered to everyone’s needs.



WHY CANVITA VITAMINS?
We produce halal and vegan vitamins and supplements.

We can produce and tailor products to the needs of the market you
would like to target.



From the Canadian Rockies, Canvita’s  private label was established.

Canvita Vitamins are manufactured exclusively in Canada with the

production facilities being located in one of the most ecologically

clean and regulated regions of North America. This guarantees the

highest standards of quality and purity of our products.

Our manufacturers have a long and successful history of

production. As a result of our innovative research and development

strategies, we have been able to combine the latest scientific

advancements and time-tested recipes to create the most effective

Canvita products. Through years of rigorous research and constant

improvement, the best ingredients and recipes have been carefully

selected to produce our high quality vitamins.

Private Label



Our
Promise

WE USE THE HIGHEST QUALITY INGREDIENTS
Canvita Vitamins has  a range of science-based nutritional supplement

products, primarily made from branded and thoroughly researched

ingredients.

BEST MANUFACTURING PRACTICE 
We use only GMP-certified manufacturing facilities that have passed

our rigorous requirements - and we monitor every product throughout

the production cycle to ensure it meets the highest quality standards.

PROVEN SCIENCE
We focus on the development and manufacturing of scientifically-

supported vitamins and supplements to help customers follow a

healthy lifestyle.

FAST ACTION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY
Canvita products are created in the most effective forms to deliver

active ingredients into the organism such as effervescent tablets,

sustained release capsules, soft gummies, and softly melting dextrose,

tablets, and sachets.



Numerous certificates have also been

obtained by Canvita, so we only contract

the highest quality and safety oriented

manufacturers in the nation. These

certificates include: GMP, Health Canada,

FDA, UAE registration, and Halal

certification. Further, guaranteeing that our

manufacturing process meets all required

international standards for all our products,

from multivitamins to omega 3 and

formulations from gummies to effervescent

powder.

Certifications



Current Products

Prenatal &
Postpartum Tablet

Omega-3 Softgel Vitamin D Tablet Multivitamin TabletVItamin C Chewable

Hair, Skin and Nails
Gummy

Vitamin D Gummy Kid's Multivitamin
Gummy

Men's Multivitamin
Gummy

Women's
Multivitamin

Gummy

Kid's Multivitamin
Gummy with Iron



CUSTOMER REVIEWS

R.  GILL

"I've tried Canvita's vitamin D

gummies and love them. I am

an orthodox Sikh so sometimes

its hard to find vegan

supplements. These taste really

good and are affordable,

definitely recommend!"

Orthodox Sikh

M. MADI

"Great taste, excellent product. My

kids loved them too much and they

can feel them making a difference.

I am a pharmacist and was looking

for something like this,

multivitamins, gummy, with no

gelatin, which is very hard to find in

Canada. I  now recommend this

product for all kids that are over 6

years old."

Pharmacist

I .  HEIKAL

"I think this is the best

multivitamin gummy bear on

the market right now,. There

isn't any weird smell when you

open the bottle, unlike other

gummy bear multivitamins I've

tried out there. I definitely

recommend them!"

Happy Customer

H. AHMED

Your search is over, these are

halal gummy vitamins!  They

taste good and they work. I

dyed my hair and it still feels so

healthy! You should check

them out!

Happy Customer
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MAILING ADDRESS:
906 12 Ave SW #400, Calgary, AB

T2R 1K7

PHONE NUMBER:
587-228-4311

EMAIL ADDRESS:
Info@CanvitaVitamins.com

Join us on our Journey
to Promote Great

Health For Everyone!

FOLLOW US @ CANVITAVITAMINS

40 Other Products Available!
For More Information
Contact us Below:

https://www.instagram.com/canvitavitamins/
https://www.facebook.com/canvitavitamins
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiUgcUB9pvN7_yEIjnZTnGQ

